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INTRODUCTION
Berlin is a great city filled with plenty of things to do. From historic landmarks 

to a nightlife that can envy any city. The city may have suffered during the war, 

but it has overcome the bombing and has become a must for any traveller or 

weekend-tourist! 

Travellers Cure will help get you around Berlin – From getting the train to the 

best pubs! Travellers Cure is all you need for all your travel needs! 

Berlin is highly recommended! A great, 24/7 city all year round!



The more modern of Berlin’s two 

airports. 

Schoenefeld is a great little airport 

with a range of bars, restaurants 

and transport links.

The main passenger area is like 

Liverpool’s – Just one long, straight 

walkway. If you go towards Burger 

King, there’s a little Irish pub 

behind it. Schoenefeld may not be 

the biggest airport, but it’s one of 

the best! 

There’s a nice little bar – Laggner’s

- on the walkway towards the 

station. 

Visit Website

Schoenefeld Airport

To train station. 

Underground to 

platforms and ticket 

machines.

To trains or taxis from 

Terminal D To trains or taxis from 

main terminal. Straight 

ahead is taxi rank. Left 

is for trains

Laggner’s - Can’t miss this bar. It is 

a wooden-themed bar - nice beer 

and nice point of call if waiting for 

train or flight.

https://www.berlin-airport.de/de/reisende-sxf/index.php


The City
Looks are definitely deceiving when Berlin is concerned. 

Don’t let the graffiti ridden city fool you, Berlin is such an 

amazing, friendly, safe city (Like anywhere, just make sure you 

keep your wits about you. Don’t take it’s friendly, safe demeanour for 

granted, you can get trouble anywhere).

Berlin isn’t a very touristy city. You have the obvious 

landmarks but apart from them there isn’t much. Berlin is 

very much a city you go to for the nightlife, the pubs, the 

clubs, etc… 

What’s more is if you go to the Friedrichshain/Kreuzberg 

area on Friday/Saturday night you will be filled with fantastic 

pubs, bars, clubs and this are stays busy until the early 

hours! This is the area to be in – Friedrichshain is the North-

end of the bridge and Kreuzberg is the South-end (Many 

takeaways to choose from here!)



Pubs
There are many fantastic pubs and bars scattered across the city with great 

staff and different atmospheres! Pints usually are a fair, standard price; 

unlike in the UK were prices can often vary depending on where you go –

Some pubs in the city can be £3.00 whereas others can be as high as £6 –

The litre beers are very nice and easy to drink (And at  €7 are not that 

expensive!)

Smoking is still allowed inside pubs – with one having too many smokers 

you can see the thick smoke when you walk in. Generally, smoking inside 

isn’t really a problem as you don’t see too many people smoking inside. 

In this guide you will find some of the best pubs/bars/clubs in Berlin (As 

well as some to avoid!). 



Where To Drink – Friedrichshain/Wrangelkiez
• Oberbaumeck – Great little rock bar. Pint of pills is  €4.50. They show 

live football

• Paule's Metal Eck – A Rock bar with a pool table and other games. Great 

music

• Wrangel87 Cafe Bar - A nice, friendly little bar

• Zur Fetten Ecke – Maybe one to avoid. Not a bad bar; people smoke 

inside

• Sant' Angelo Café – A great bar to go into on a Sunday afternoon. A nice 

quiet bar. Friendly bar

• Bi Nuu – A nightclub/music venue. A great place to enjoy a gig. Pint cost 

is €5.50

• Monster Ronson's Ichiban Karaoke – A great place if you’re in a group. 

You can have a great laugh. Booths are available



Resturants
As you would expect from a big city – there are loads of restaurants to choose 

from! Whether you want a proper restaurant, take in a nice meal with a few 

drinks or whether you just fancy a quick bite to eat from a takeaway, Berlin has 

you covered! 

Restauration 1840 is a great restaurant, within the Alexanderplatz area. The 

staff are great, the steaks are great, but the downside is they use crinkled oven 

chips from the local supermarket (Rather then homemade chips). 

In Wrangelkiez there is a disused public toilet that’s been converted into a 

burger bar. It’s is worth a visit, the burgers a delicious, but it is busy day and 

night so be prepared to wait a bit for your food! Do check it out! 

In Alexanderplatz, there’s an Indian restaurant, called Bombay, which is worth a 

visit so you can walk on the red carpet – It has that Hollywood vibe!



Where To Eat
• Restauration 1840 – Located behind Hackescher Markt station. 

Friendly restaurant, good food and beer prices are around €4.50

• Burgermeister Schlesisches Tor – Literally opposite the 

Oberbaumeck pub. A former public toilet converted into a fast 

food takeaway. Busy throughout the day and night, best to 

takeaway can be crowded inside. Be prepared to wait though, but 

the burgers are worth the wait

• Sumak – A great little Turkish café/restaurant not far from the Bi 

Nuu. Worth a try! Nice, friendly staff and atmosphere

• Avci Bistro – On the way towards Paule’s Metal Eck. Justa typical 

fast food restaurant. Pretty much standard. Perfect for a quick 

meal



Accommodation
Berlin has a range of places to stay, but hotel rooms (with private 

bathrooms) are quite expensive but there are plenty of hotels/hostels with 

private rooms, but with a shared bathroom. 

Hotels are safe and clean with the staff very helpful and friendly. 

Friedrichshain is the area to stay, as it is a safe area close to transport 

links.

Die Fabrik is across the Friedrichshain bridge in Wrangelkiez – a two 

minute walk from the Oberbaumeck pub! There is a bar (Which is never 

open) and the rooms are spread across 3 floors (No lifts available). Great 

atmosphere, affordable and clean. This is a great place to stay. 

Hotel Friedrichshain is clean but a bit pricey. Nice hotel and comes 

recommended!



Getting Around
Name the transport and Berlin has it! From trains to trams, taxis to buses getting 

around the city is not hard! 

You can get a train day ticket for €7.20 (Or because stations don’t have ticket 

barriers you can hop on the trains for free, on short journeys – just don’t get 

caught by train inspectors). You can get on trams and buses for free too! With 

overhead and underground railways you won’t struggle getting around. 

Bus drivers will let you off the fare if you catch them on a good day!

Taxis rides to/from the airport are €45 so the train may be cheaper and not much 

slower. 

Bicycles are another popular ride in the city too. There are plenty of bike lanes 

throughout the streets of Berlin, so be careful crossing the road – you’ve got cars, 

trams and bikes!



SIGHTS
Berlin isn’t a typical tourist destination. The city is more for city breaks for 

those want to go out and have a good time. 

There are attractions to see. You have the obvious ones like The Wall, the 

tower, cathedral, the Holocaust memorial, Checkpoint Charlie (Which is a 

tourist attraction), Hitler’s bunker (Now just a car park), the zoo, the palace, 

the Olympic Stadium and the Brandenburg Gate. 

There are some interesting sights that you may find interesting that you 

may not find anywhere else or things that may show some relevance to 

other things. There’s plenty of things to see, but you will soon find that 

Berlin is just a place to go for a weekend away getting drunk. Still a great 

city to visit!



Additional Stuff
Be prepared to be approached by drug dealers. You can have a laugh with 

some (when you say no), but just say you don’t do drugs and keep walking. 

Be vigilant and be safe (Like anywhere you go)

You can talk about the war, but they say it’s in the past and aren’t really 

bothered. So don’t bother talking about it. Berliner’s are very friendly.

Best language is English. German is spoken but with all the different 

nationalities, most of the time you end up speaking English. 

Enjoy your trip and have fun! Get drunk, but stay safe! Berlin is a great city 

to visit!
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